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Inspection Summary

Inspection from January 16 through March 15, 1991
(Report No. 50-483/91002(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced safety inspections of licensee event
reports (LERs), operational safety verification, engineered safety features
walkdown, and maintenance / surveillance were conducted.

-Results: Of the areas inspected, no violations were identified. An executive
summary follows:

Executive Summary

'

Plant operations continued its superior performance. The quality of the
control room logs has improved; however, one more example of a weakness was
noted. Routine observations of the areas of security and radiological
controls continued to reveal well maintained and operational programs. The
areas of maintenance / surveillance continued to perform well; however, one
example was noted of removing a train of safety-related equipment from service
for maintenance and delaying the start of work. Drawings and calculations
reviewed as part of the engineered safety features walkdowns showed that the
area of engineering / technical support continued its excellent performance.
Plant management and quality verification functions continued to be well
planned and implemented in the area of safety assessment / quality verification.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

D. F. Schnell, Senior Vice President, Nuclear
*G. L. Randolph, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
*J. D. Blosser, Manager, Callaway Plant
C. D. Naslund, Manager, Operations Support

*J. V. Laux, Manager, Quality Assurance
J. R. Peevy, Assistant Manager, Operations and Maintenance
W. R. Campbell, Manager, Nuclear Engineering
M. E. Taylor, Assistant Manager, Work Control
D. E. Young, Superintendent, Operations
R. R, Roselius, Superintendent, Health Physics
T. P. Sharkey, Supervising Engineer, Site Licensing
G. J. Czeschin, Superintendent, Planning and Scheduling
G. R. Pendegraff, Superintendent, Security
C. E. Slizewski, Supervisor, Quality Assurance Program
G. A Hughes, Supervisor, Independent Safety Engineer Group
J. C. Gearhart, Superintendent, Operations Support, Quality

Assurance
*C, S. Petzel, Quality Assurance Engineer
*J. A. McGraw, Superintendent, Design Control
*D. R. Brownawell, Quality Assurance Engineer

*Genotes those present at one or more exit interviews.

In. addition, a number of equipment operators, reactor operators, senior
reactor operators, and other members of the quality control, operations,
maintenance, health physics, and engineering staffs were contacted.

2. Inspection of Licensee Event Reports (92700)

Through direct observations, discussions with licensee personnel, and a
review of records, the following licensee event reports were reviewed to
determine-if reportability requirements were fulfilled, that immediate
corrective actions were accomplished, and that corrective actions to prevent
recurrence were accomplished in accordance with Technical Specifications
(T/Ss). The LERs listed below are considered closed.

a. (Closed) LER-90-009: Technical Specification 3.0.3 entry due to loss
| of the digital rod position indication syste_m.

Occurrence: On August 2, 1990, T/S paragraph 3.0.3 was entered when
'

the digital rod position indication (DRPI) system was unintentionally .

deenergized during troubleshooting. The DRPI indication was deenergized
for about ten seconds.

,

| Evaluation: During troubleshooting of DRPI problems the : licensee
L identified a control card that would have to be removed. Ordinarily,

the removal of the card would just shift the DRPI display to " half
| accuracy"; however, this time the DRPI went blank for ten seconds.
| The ten second blank indication was due to the two remaining central
|

|
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control card priority circuit ; attempting to determine which card had
the correct rod position. After 10 seconds the display reappeared at
" half accuracy" and the T.S. paragraph- 3.0.3 was exited. When the
card was reinserted, the " full accuracy" display returned.

Corrective Actions: The most likely cause of the central control
card failure was an overvoltage condition from a power supply. The
failed power supply fuses were removed and the redundant power supply
was allowed to carry the DRPI display.

A T/S change was later processed and approved that allows entry into
a T/S action statement to maKe repairs to the DRPI system during
power operations. The _ failed power supply was later changed out
during the refueling outage.

Conclusions: This system is redundant to the step counters that can
be read in the control room for the control rod group demand position
indication system. No change was noticed in these readings and no
rod motion wa, in progress during the time the display was blank;
This event was not considered to represent a programmatic problem as
the system has several levels of redundancy. This LER is considered
closed.

b. (Closed) LER 90-011: Enginee_ red safety features JESF) actuation due -
to a spurious signal on a fuel building radiation monitor.

Event: On October 3, 1990, an ESF Control Room Ventilation Isolation
(CRVI) and a Fuel Building Ventilation Isolation (FBVI) actuation
were initiated by the fuel building exhaust radiation monitor. All
equipment actuated properly.

Eva lua t. ion : No actual radiation signal was present. The monitor's
signal was found to be due to a spurious spike.

Conclusions: No precise root cause could be determined for the
spike. This LER is considered closed.

c. (Closed) LER 90-013: Overexposure of an individual by a hot
p_a rt i c l e .

|* Event: On October 18, 1990, a contract technician was exposed by a
| . hot particle in excess _of 10 CFR 20.101(a) limits. The exposure
|- duration was 216 minutes and the particle activity was 0.574 micro

curies Co-60. Due to a typographical error, the LER erroneously
stated 5.74 micro curies. Total exposure was estimated to be
8.5 rem to the skin.

i Evaluation: Due to the inability to precisely pinpoint the time
| tha the individual received the hot _ particle, the time of exposure
| was conservatively assumed to be from the time the technician
|. entered the rad'elogically controlled area until the particle was

identified and removed. NRC Information Notice No. 90-48, dated
August 2, 1990, recognizes the reduced health risks of hot
particles.
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Conclusion: Because of the low health risk of this hot particle
exposure, it was the licensee's first overexposure, and the licensee's
health physics program promptly identified and removed the hot
particle and instituted corrective actions to ensure no hot particles
were left on clothing, the inspectors have ro further concerns in
this area. This LER is considered closed.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

3. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The objectives of this inspection were to ensure that the facility was
being operated safely and in conformance with license and regulatory
requirements and that the licensee's management control systems were
ef fectively discharging the licensee's responsibilities for continued
safe operation. The methods used to perform this inspection included
direct observation of activities and equipment, tours of the facility,
interviews and discussions with licensee personnel.. independent
verification of safety system status and limiting conditions for operation
(LCOs), corrective actions, and review of facility records.

Areas reviewed during this inspection included, but were not limited to,
control room activities, routine surveillances, engineered safety feature
operability, radiation protection controls, fire protection, security,
plant cleanliness, instrumentation and alarms, deficiency reports, and
corrective actions.

The inspectors observed obsolete revisions of NRC Form 3 " Notice to-

Employees" posted about the licensee's facility. The licensee was
informed and current copies were provided to the licensee. The out-
of-date revisions were subsequently replaced by the licensee.

The design of the plant includes two safety-related safety injection-

(EM) pumps. The pumps have a common minimum flow recirculation line
back to the refueling water storage tank (RWST). The miniflow line
protects the pump from overheating by insuring there is always at
least a small flow of water f rom the RWST, through the pump, and back
to the RWST. This miniflow line combines with other lines prior
to going to the RWST. The line is either in heated buildings or
underground through most of its travel. However, the four inch line
is heat traced for approximately 25 feet between the roof of a valve
house and the point at which it enters the RWST. The seismically
supported but otherwise nonsafety-related piping is protected from
freezing by nonsafety-related heat tracing that is powered from a
nonsafety-related power supply. If the nonsafety-related heat trcce
fails, the line could possible freeze solid, making both trains of EM
inoperable.

The licensee has initiated en Engineering Review of the heat trace
design and will evalucte any necessary changes. This was documented
in Suggestion, Occurrence, Solution (SOS) 90-3132. This type of
failure has occurred at a licensee with a similar design and was
documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-482/90039,
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In Callaway Inspection Report 483/90021, multiple examples of-

weaknesses in the control room logs were noted. Since that time the
quality of the control room logs has improved. However, on
February-4,1991, the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump tripped
on overspeed. This event was not logged. Operation's management was
unaware of the trip until SOS 91-0199 was written on February 6, 1991.
This oversight was discussed with plant management.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

4. Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Walkdown (71710)

The inspectors performed a walk wn of the component cooling water system
(CCW or system designator EG). The purpose of the walkdown was to
independantly verify that a selected ESF system was operable as required
by plant T/Ss.

The inspectors, by direct observation, verified the position of the EG
valves in the plant (including those valves inside containment), the
position of the associated electrical breakers in the various switchgear
rooms, and that the associated switches on all control panels were in
their proper positions. Components, breakers, and compartments were
found to be clean and appropriately maintained (no valve packing leaks,
no bent valve stems, or missing handwheels).

Comments generated from the plant walkdown, comparison of procedures and
prints, review of T/Ss, and review of the Updated Safety Analysis Report
(USAR) are discussed below:

During a review of mechanical calculation M-EG-20 Revision 0,-

" Maximum CCW Temperature During Post Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA)," the inspectors identified a discrepancy between the USAR and
normal plant operations. The USAP states that when the residual
heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers are placed in service (either
post LOCA or during a normal plant shutdown), the spent fuel
pool cooling (SFPC) heat exchangers outlet valves would be closed.
A review of the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) and plant
operating procedures verified that there were no-requirements to
isolate the SFPC heat exchangers as a heat source to CCW when
placing the RHR heat exchangers in service. When notified of the
discrepancy, the licensee committed to modify the E0Ps, adding a step
to isolate CCW from SFPC. A review of the SFPC system showed that
on a loss of off-site power or undervoltage condition, the SFPC pumps
would have been shed from the bus; thus the total heat input to the
CCW system would have remained within its design parameters. When
placing the RHR heat exchangers in service, the additional flow would
have caused the " low CCW flow to RHR heat exchangers" annunciator to
come in during the post-LOCA recirculation phase but would not have
caused the CCW pump to operate at run out conditions. Therefore, not
manually isolating the SFPC heat exchangers when the RHR heat
exchangers are placed in service would not appear to result in the
inoperability of the RHR system.
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The review of Operations Normal (OTN) Procedure OTN EG-00001, "CCW-

System Normal Operation," raised only minor discrepancies. Some
examples are given below:

The control handswitch for valve EG-HS-0070B was in its correct
position, but was not listed in the OTN.

The verification of caps on vents and drains was not called for
in the OTN, however, all were found to be correctly installed.

Valve nomenclature in the OTN did not always match that on
valve identification tags.

Drawings M-22 EG01(Q), Revision ~4, M-22 EG02(Q), Revision 2, and
-

M-22, EG03(Q), Revision 4, used notes in a manner inconsistent with
the usage of notes in other licensee drawings and some vents did not
match -the as-bMit configuration.

Drawing M-2'.031, Revision 1, "II/I Exemption Areas Auxiliary-

Building," delineates the areas where non plant equipment may be
placed, such that if it fell over it would not damage safety-related
equipment. The inspectors identified one bench and three lockers
that were placed next to the "A" CCW beat exchanger. This area was
not approved for storage of this equipment. Upon notification, the
licensee removed the equipment. An engineering review showed that
if the lockers had fallen over, no safety-related equipment would
have been damaged. The licensee documented this in an SOS and is in
the process of determining long term corrective action.

During the walkdown of the portion of CCW located in the RHR heat-

exchanger rooms, the inspectors had several comments:

A device constructed of plastic and duct tape was placed around
an RHR check valve to contain some minor leakage. During the
last refueling outage, the RHR system was placed in service,
heating the check valve. This caused the plastic and tape to
melt to the stainless steel valve. So far attempts to remove
the residue have been unsuccessful, The licensee documented
this in SOS 91-0252.

'

The RHR heat exchanger room is approximately 44 feet high.
About three feet from the roof is a valve which is opened and
then closed once every 18 months. Since-the valve is operated
so infrequently, no permanent scaffolding is installed.
Instead, temporary ladders were placed on beams, tied into
position, and left in place. The top of one ladder, near the
ceiling, was blocked by a beam and the inspector's only route up
was to use the back/ upside down portion of the ladder.
Discussions with equipment operators showed that all of them
used the same unsafe method of climbing and had requested that
the ladder be changed. This request had not been approved.
In response to inspector questioning, the licensee removed the
ladder,
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The RHR heat exchanger rooms are entered on a less frequen?. basis-

than other auxiliary building rooms. This is due to the raats not
having equipment which is routinely operated with the unit at power
and due to the rooms being contaminated. The inspectors fcued the
housekeeping in these rooms to be much worse than normal plant
standards. The rooms have since received additional cleanup.

The licensee stated that the procedure and drawing concerns noted above
would be corrected in a timeframe commensurate with their safety
significance.

No viola: ions or deviations were identified in this area.

5. Maintenance / Surveillance (62703)(61726]

Selected portions of the plant surveillance, test, and maintenance
activities on_ safety-related systems and components were observed or
reviewed to ascertain that the activities were performed in accordance
with approved procedures, regulatory guides, industry codes and
standards, and Technical Specifications. The following items were
considered during these inspections: the limiting conditions for'

operation were met while components or s3,tems were removed fron, service;
approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work; activities were
accomplished using approved procedures and were inspected as applicable;
functional testing and/or calibration was performed prior to returning
the components or systems to service; parts and materials that were used
were properly certified; and appropriate fire prevention, radiological,
and housekeeping conditions were maintainad.

a. Maintenance

The reviewed maintenance activities included:

Work Request No. Ac ti vi ty

W138112 Sepair component cooling water flow element
EG-FE-97 leak.

W136366 CCW train "B" supply valve EG-HV-054,
perform scheme check / rewire.

R459780 Perform MOVATS retest on auxiliary feedwater
valve AL-HV-011,

W136323 Essential service water to "B" motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pump valve AL-HV-0030,
perform scheme check / rewire.

W124933 Install missing limiter plate in operator,

for EG-HV-12-(essential service water to!

component cooling water upstream hand control,

| valve).

11
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W136345 Rewire operator for EG-HV-12.

P490988 MOVATS - service limitorque operator for
EG-HV-12.

R49098SA Full MOVATS on limitorque operator for !

EG-HV-12.

W136346 Rewire operator for EG-HV-14 (essential
service water to component cooling water
downstream hand control valve).

P490990 MOVATS - service limitorque operator for !

EG-HV-14. 4

P490990A Full MOVATS on limitorque operator for
EG-HV-14.

S492077 Reactor coolant pump "A" under voltage
check.

S491081 Reactor coolant pump "A" under frequency
check.

S491078 Reactor coolant pump "B" under voltage
check.

S491082 Reactor coolant pump "B" tode- frequency
check.

P482136 Brush inspection and ten; ion cneck on
standby diesel generator (OG; T".

W473360 Repack air start valves to D/G "A".

P458841 Inspect and clean switchboard for D/G "A".

G490576 Install lead acid batteries in various
emergency lighting fixtures in the auxiliary
building.

W482072 AD-HV-79A condenser _ spill valve leaking,
increasing condensate storage tank temperature.

W138320 Repair KC008 keyboard (fire protection
panel).

The component cooling water (EG) system was built with two 100 percent
capacity pumps in each train. This allows maintenance to be perfonned
on one pump per train without entering a T/S action statement.

|- W138112 required that a portion of piping common to component cooling
I water (CCW) pumps "A" and "C" be drained in order to replace a flange
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c&sket. When the workmen's protection hold-off was placed, it
necessitated entry into T/S 3.7.3, whose action statement requires
restoration within 72 hours or to initiate a plant shutdown. The
licensee's normal practice is to enter action statements and promptly
commence the necessary work to restore the equipment to service.
However, in this instance work on W138112 was not initiated until
nine and one-half hours later. This appears to have been caused by a

| communications error between the workers and their management, even
though there was documentation in the work package clearly stating
the T/S requirement. A contributing factor was that maintenance on
the redundant CCW pumps does not normally require entry into action
statements. -W138112 represented a change that caught the workers by
surprise. When the inspectors informed the licensee of the delay,
the licensee management promptly initiated action to determine and
correct the causes of the delay,

b. Surveillance
The reviewed surveillances included:

T

Procedure No. Activity

ISL-NF-NB01A 4.16 KV, Class 1E Bus NB01 degraded and
undervoltage condition, loop A, to load shedding
and emergency load sequence system.

ISL-NF-NB01C Bus NB01 degraded and undervoltage
condition, loop C, to load shedding and
emergency load sequence system.

OSP-EG-V001B Component cooling water train "B" section XI
valve surveillance (cycle valves EG-HV-12 and
EG-HV-14 after maintenance).

OSP-ZZ-00001 Control room shift and daily log reading and
channel checks.

OSP-BB-00009 Reactor coolant system inventory balance.

ITG-ZZ-AS001 Calibration of bourdon tube pressure
indicators EG-PI-17, EG-PI-19, EG-PI-25, and-

'

EG-PI-27.

ITL-EG-00F96 Component coolirg water pump "B" discharge
flow loop check.

ITL-EG-00F98 Component cooling-water pump "0" discharge
flow loop-check.

MPE-ZZ-QY123 Varify the proper operational test sequence
of breaker 152 NB0206, feeder breaker to CCW
pump "B",

,
.,

OSP-NE-00002 "B" diesel generator one hour run.
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During the observation of Instrumentation Group (ITG) surveillance procedure
ITG-ZZ-AS001, the inspectors noted that the Instrument and Control (I&C)
technicians had work requests (WRs) with them but did not have a copy of
the ITG. The WR listed the required calibration points and contained
spice for the recording of the as-found/as-left readings. The workers
utilized the WR to determine the surveillance verification setpoints in
accordance with plant administrative procedures.

6. Exit Meeting (71707)

o The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) at intervals during the inspection period. Th .nspectors
summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The licensee
representatives acknowledged the findings as reported herein. The
inspectors also discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the
inspectors during the inspection. The licensee did not identify any such
documents / processes as proprietary.

|
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